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Jo Hassoun has been living in Melling and faithfully building relationships and serving the community for many years.
Here, she shares one story from the mission initiative, supported through Home Mission:
It was seven years ago when myself and a small group of dedicated volunteers began The Hub coffee morning every
Wednesday at the local scout hall. We had no idea what to expect as this was a completely new venture for the Melling
Baptist Community Hub.
Each Wednesday, we would arrive at 9am to set up tables and chairs, tablecloths and flowers, cakes and pastries, and make
sure the water was boiling. Week in, week out, one or two people would walk through the door. People were always friendly
and our volunteers were always committed. Pleasant conversations were had every week but we were struggling to survive.
Nevertheless, we kept going. On some occasions it was only me and my volunteers. It was incredibly difficult and some weeks
we truly didn’t feel like having The Hub at all. But something kept us going. When we felt like giving up, we were spurred on
by somebody’s smiling face or the fact that someone had appreciated a conversation. And so The Hub continued for five years
like that. Every week the same; there were more volunteers than there were people coming in for a drink and a chat.
That was until December 2016. We set up The Hub as normal one Wednesday morning. And before long the door opened and
in walked a friendly face. Then the door opened again and in came somebody else. And again. And again. Before we knew it
we had about 10 people sitting round the tables laughing, chatting and sharing with each other. We were stunned! The next
week we turned up again and so did the people. More this time. The Hub continued to grow, and we progressed from cake and
pastries, to pastries and bacon and sausage and toast.....
As we reached the summer I announced that we would be stopping The Hub until September. It was met with groans and
disappointment. So we changed our minds. And we continued The Hub right the way through August. We included children’s
activities, quizzes and games, and a very encouraging and often humorous ‘thought for the week’. We had no idea how the
‘thought for the week’ would be received but we felt it a good idea to try. Every week people kept coming back. Laughing,
chatting, sometimes crying, but when we did ‘the thought for the week’ there was silence.
Here we are now in April 2018, The Hub is a thriving, welcoming and beautiful place to be on a Wednesday. We have around
40 people who turn up each week and new people are always being introduced. And as for our ‘thought for the week’, it
continues. It is as much a part of The Hub, as the bacon and sausage are! Every week this group of people hear something
about the love of God, they are encouraged to care more, share more, encourage more, and thank God more. As I look back
on these last seven years, and the immense struggles I have faced here in Melling, I can see how God has had His hand clearly
on this ministry, on each of my volunteers, and on the wonderful people we encounter each week. This is church, and I love it. I
wouldn’t want to be anywhere else.
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